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EMPOWER OUR YOUTH
YOUNG PEOPLE NEED RECOGNITION AS A DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
MOBILISATION AND TRAINING OF THE YOUNG BASINERS OF THE Mekong river basin

PREPARATION FOR THE 7th WORLD WATER FORUM

LAO PDR
Vientiane, Oct 11-18, 2014

BOAT TRIP ALONG MEKONG RIVER: One side of the river is Lao PDR and Thailand is at another side.

#MekongYouth
TA 8601: Women-Led Sanitation: Driving Change through ADB-CSO Partnerships
Objectives

1. Pilot and demonstrate innovative youth-led multi-stakeholder collaboration
2. Gather and document existing solutions and best practices of participatory sanitation
3. Increase public support and awareness on sanitation in Asia
Open Defecation Free Asia Maptivists

The ADB Youth Initiative seeks “maptivists” to map out areas where OD is prevalent. Information will be transmitted and collated to create up-to-date evidence to influence projects and policies, monitor progress, and resources planning.
Jagaran Nepal

- youth established, youth-led non-profit, NGO established in 2009 in Nepal
Youth-Led Multi-Stakeholder Collaboration in Sanitation

ITE COLLEGE EAST CHIANG RAI YEP WORK PROGRESS

Piling of pillars foundation

Cementing the perimeter of the building

Tilting of bricks

Completion of tilting of bricks

Completion of plastering of building

Floor Cementing

Tilting of bricks

Windows installation + walkway cementing

Tilting of bricks + pillars beam
Youth4ASIA
Achieving Solutions for an Inclusive Asia

The ADB NGO and Civil Society Center invites entries from youth-led development initiatives that show results in the sector of:

Sanitation Solution Search
Rural Water and Sanitation

Youth Solutions must be:
- original and ongoing initiatives with proven results benefiting communities
- designed or implemented by youth citizens of ADB developing countries
- implemented in an ADB developing member country
- submitted directly or through nomination

Send your entries to solutions@youth4.asia
Deadline of submission is on January 31, 2015

For more information, email adbyouthinitiative@gmail.com
Asian Sanitation Debates
Linkages

- Inter-regional session
- Thematic session (through ADB-supported sessions)
- Citizen’s Forum (with KWF)
#MyNewBuddy  #Youth4Asia  #ADBNGOC

#YouthMatter Twitter Dialogues
Follow us on Twitter & join the conversation on The Role of Youth and Civil Society in post Typhoon Halyan Efforts
5 February 10:00 - 11:00am Manila time

@ADByouth
@iamsuperblanca

with BIANCA GONZALEZ
Filipina TV host, writer, & youth leader

- lack of proper mentorship/guidance
- lack of opportunities, in such a way that others may not know that
- lack of education
- Inequitable Educational system